
Socket Sense
®
 is the only surge strip that expands to fit your needs.  With Socket Sense, 

each outlet can expand to allow oversized power adapters to plug in.  There is no need 
to rearrange other plugs to make them fit.  Just pull Socket Sense to expand, plug in 
your oversized adapter, and then push Socket Sense back to just the right size.  

Socket Sense features: 

 2160 Joules of surge protection  

 Integrated cable management   

 Both 6ft and 12ft cord lengths 

Surge Protector 

Don't waste money purchasing two 
ordinary surge strips when one Socket 
Sense can do the job. Socket Sense 
simply expands to a perfect fit - sockets 
are never blocked.  

Socket Sense is the only surge strip that expands to fit 
any power adapter on the market. Ordinary surge strips 
can only handle a few bulky power adapters because 
they block adjacent sockets. Socket Sense expands 
from 13 to 18 inches in length. Sockets will never be 
blocked by power adapters again - we guarantee it. 

Power adapters are a nuisance. When 
you plug these large adapters into a 
surge strip they usually block one or 
two extra sockets.  
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IDEATIVE guarantees sockets will 
not be blocked or your money back. 

Expands up to 18” to fit ANY power adapter. 
With Socket Sense

®
, each outlet can expand to allow oversized power 

adapters to plug in. No need to re-arrange other plugs to make it fit.  
Just pull Socket Sense to expand, plug in your oversized adapter, and 
then push Socket Sense back to just the right size. 

Saves money by doing the job of two ordinary surge strips.   
With Socket Sense

®
, its easy to use ALL six outlets for your electronics.  

Outlets will never be blocked by oversized adapters. 

2160 Joules of surge protection with a 15 Amp circuit breaker 
Ample protection against power spikes and fluctuations. Socket Sense

®
 

uses advanced circuitry to quickly absorb surges and voltage spikes – in 
less than 1 billionth of a second (<1 nanosecond). 

Integrated cable management. 
Sockets may be adjusted to form cable management channels to reduce clutter.  

Status LEDs let you know your protected. 
Red and Green LEDs show that Socket Sense

®
 is protecting your electronics. 

Keyhole slots for mounting 
Allows you to mount your Socket Sense

®
 on a wall or furniture. 

Designed in the USA, Manufactured in China International patents pending 
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